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Key Domestic News

Key Domestic Economic Data

Key Global Events

Outlook

India's Q3 GDP growth jumped to 7.2% from an upwardly revised 6.5% in Q2 and ahead of a consensus expectation of 7% reading, led by
strong growth in investments(12%) and agriculture(4.3%). The strong rebound is reflective of remonetisation and fading GST drag on the
economy.

The Cabinet committee on economic affairs approved the methodology for auctioning coal blocks for commercial mining by the private sector.
The policy, which ends the monopoly of Coal India, is expected not only to save $5 billion worth of foreign exchange on imports, but also bring
in newer technology, lower prices and improve the energy security of the country.

The monetary policy committee(MPC) of RBI left the repo rate unchanged in line with consensus expectations. The stated policy stance was
unchanged at “neutral”. The minutes of MPC meeting indicate consensus view that growth is picking up and investment cycle is on an uptick. All
members expressed concerns about rising inflation and further upside risk to it due to multiple factors.

India’s manufacturing PMI moderated marginally to 52.1 in February from 52.4 in January, the seventh consecutive month of expansion.
Overall, data suggests stability in manufacturing sector, but pricing pressure is building up, stoking inflation concerns. However, the services PMI
unexpectedly fell into the contraction zone at 47.8 in February from 51.7 in January due to weak demand environment.

CPI inflation moderated marginally to 5.07% y-o-y in January from 5.21% in December, mainly due to drop in food price inflation, while the core
CPI inflation was unchanged at 5.2%.

IIP for December 2017 came in at 7.1% against consensus expectation of 6.1% and 8.8% in November 2017 and a weak base of 1.9% growth a
year ago.

Global markets turned volatile after President Trump announced his intention to impose new tariffs on steel and aluminium imports, sparking
concerns about potential retaliation from Europe, China, Japan, India etc. and leading to a potential trade war.

In a testimony before House Financial Services Committee, the new US Fed Governor Jerome Powell maintained the Fed would keep to its plan of
raising interest rates three times this year. However, analysts believe his comments carried hawkish undertones.

The US manufacturing PMI for February came in at 60.8, up from 59.1 in January, the strongest read since May 2004. This reflects strong
momentum in the US economy and augurs well for global growth.

Italian elections reflected the anti-EU sentiments in the country as more than half the Italian electorate backed two stridently anti-EU parties.

The Bank of Japan also joined the QE tapper bandwagon. “The BOJ’s board members expect that prices will reach 2% around fiscal 2019. If this
happens, there’s no doubt that we will consider and debate an exit,” Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda told parliament.

Over the short term, markets are expected to remain volatile due to combination of global factors like Trump’s intent to impose import tariff,
movement in global yields, domestic factors like skeletons tumbling out of PSU Banks, LTCG related position adjustments etc. We expected FII led
selling to continue for some more time.

On the economic front, high-frequency data continue to indicate that fading GST drag and re-monetization are aiding a gradual but volatile
recovery for the Indian economy. Corporate earnings are also likely to recover strongly over next six quarters.

We maintain our positive view on Indian equities over medium to long term. STPs and SIPs should be preferred route over near term. We continue
to prefer large caps over mid & small caps.

Prospects of trade wars, Spike in Bond yields in domestic and global markets, Oil prices sustaining above $65, Italy elections and weak
monsoons are key short term risk
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The Economy

RBI - MPC Minutes

Outlook

India’s economy regained its momentum, with the CSO reporting GDP growth of 7.2% in the Oct/Dec quarter (Q3-FY18), the fastest in 5
quarters led by a revival in investment demand. GVA accelerated to 6.7% in Q3-FY18 from 6.2% in Q2 and 5.6% in Q1. Economic activity
picked up across sectors except mining and quarrying. Economic growth is back at the levels last seen in Q1-FY17. The full year growth for 2017-
18, has been revised upwards to 6.6%.
Industrial output expanded strongly for the 2nd consecutive month in December led by a sharp revival in capital goods output which augurs well
for an economic pickup going forward. Industrial output measured by IIP grew 7.1% in December 2017 from 8.4% in the previous month and up
from just 2.4% in December 2016. Industrial growth for Apr-Dec 2017 now stands at 3.7% which is lower than 5.1% during the same period last
year.
The trade deficit jumped sharply by 64.6% to US$ 16.30 billion in January from US$ 9.90 billion in January 2017.
Foreign exchange reserves fell marginally during the month to $420.59 billion from $ 421.9 billion. FPI sold Debt worth INR.254 crores in
February.

India’s fiscal deficit touched INR.6.77 lakh crore at the end of January which is at 113.8% of the revised target for the entire financial year, on
account of higher expenditure, as compared to 105.7% in the year-ago period. The revenue deficit during April-January 2017-18, stands at
INR.4.80 lakh crore which is 109.2% of the revised budget estimate, up from 129.9% in the corresponding period of last year. Total expenditure
is at INR.18.39 lakh crore, which is 83% of the government’s full-year estimate. Fiscal deficit had been pegged at INR.5.33 lakh crore, or 3.5%
of the GDP, for the current fiscal ending 2017-18. The figure was revised to INR.5.95 lakh crore in the union budget 2018, presented by the
finance minister on February 01, 2018.

In the RBI MPC minutes released on February 21, 2018, members voiced several upside risks to inflation, noting that if growth remains robust and
inflation continues to be well above the target, a change in stance from "neutral" to "withdrawal of accommodation" might have to be
considered. Members also showed concerns on inflation likely from the higher fiscal slippage.

The month of February saw the sovereign benchmark yield rising another 30 bps as fiscal deficit and inflationary worries triggered fears of rate
hikes going ahead. The yield has now hardened 125 bps since July 2017. Add to this global uncertainty and US fed hike fears, all this points to
increased uncertainty and volatility. In the absence of any scheduled policy events in March, the market will continue to take cues from incoming
macro data. The front end of the yield curve remains attractive. There is a substantial carry built in at these elevated yield levels. Duration funds
will remain volatile in the current scenario though higher yields offer attractive entry opportunities for the long-term. However, a low duration
accrual strategy continues to be the preferred strategy. Liquid and lower maturity ultra-short-term funds continue to remain preferred vehicles for
deployment of temporary surpluses.

(net)

Retail Inflation (CPI) softened to 5.07% in January from a 17 month high of 5.21% in December. Almost all categories witnessed moderation in
prices from the previous month led by easing inflation in vegetables and cereals. Core CPI Inflation remained stable from the previous month.
Wholesale Inflation (WPI) fell to 2.84% in January 2018, a 6-month low, continuing its decline from 3.85% in December 2017 and a revised
4.02% in November 2017. The fall was led by lower food and fuel inflation. Core inflation however hardened due to rising commodity prices.

The liquidity in the system has moved towards neutrality in the month of February. The call money rate closed at 20bps below the repo rate,
unchanged from the previous month. RBI which had injected liquidity in the market initially, turned to net liquidity absorption towards the end of
the month. Liquidity is likely to remain supported despite pressures from the year end and annual advance tax payments in March. RBI announced
that it will conduct additional variable rate repo operations for longer tenors to provide additional liquidity support to banks during the month. In
addition, another INR.1 lakh crore of MSS bonds are coming up for maturity this month, which will further support liquidity.

Fiscal Position

Inflation

Liquidity

28th February Month Opening Intra Month High Intra Month Low Month Closing

Overnight Rate (NSE MIBOR)

10-Year G-Sec

3 Month CDs

6 Month CDs

12 Month CDs

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year U.S Treasury

5.95 6.15 5.70 5.80

7.49 7.78 7.46 7.72

7.19 7.26 7.19 7.25

7.38 7.45 7.38 7.44

7.51 7.58 7.48 7.58

63.64 65.32 63.55 65.18

2.72 2.96 2.65 2.87
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